Tech in Public Safety

- Brandon Bouier, Engineer – Defense Digital Service
Data is important.

Context is more important.
The Core Four of Patrol

- Where to go
- When to go there
- Who to look for upon arrival
- What precautions to take
Where to go
When to go there
Who to look for upon arrival
What precautions to take
What precautions to take
Who’s going to watch all of that video?

Who’s going to redact all of that video?
Approximately 2 million videos (over 1 PB) & counting

Takes roughly 4 hours to redact every 1 hour of video

Dashcam & body-worn videos not tied to CAD/RMS systems

Automatically redacting video is hard
How can we bring more tech talent into the justice space?
► Strengthen connections between public sector & academic institutions
► Have interesting challenges to work on
► Provide autonomy
► Meet the tech community on their terms
► Change the culture
Hackathons don’t hurt either
How do you change a culture?
brandon@dds.mil

https://www.usds.gov
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